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D

ear Readers,

Can it be April already? Our
hopes are for a beautiful spring, and
that regrowth will begin to cover our
scars — both on the landscape and on our
psyches. It’s been a rough couple of years, but
with spring and the Easter season upon us,
let’s enjoy this month of rebirth.
With that in mind, this magazine
includes recipes for the Easter table, as well as
what to do with all those eggs left by the
Easter Bunny. Have some leftover dye? Use it
to color some yarn for your next project.
It’s also a new beginning for some local
entrepreneurs, including the couple behind
Pine Cone Kitchen and their popular black
garlic. Staﬀ writer Lauren Westmoreland
shares their story in this issue and explains
what black garlic is and how it’s used.
As the snow melts and we all begin to

move around more, there may be some new
aches and pains discovered. Staﬀ writer Meg
Upton shares how locals deal with their pain
during their bouts of arthritis.
And though Mother Nature has its own
timetable for rejuvenation, the Lassen
County Fire Safe Council is ready to assist.
Read Lassen editor Sam Williams’ story on
their reforestation eﬀorts and the
opportunities citizens have for private forest
rehabilitation.
But it’s not all about looking forward.
Staﬀ Writer Gregg Scott traces eﬀorts to
return an important piece of memorabilia to
the Chester Lake Almanor Museum.
We hope you enjoy our latest edition of
this magazine and we wish all of our readers a
joyful and peaceful spring and Happy Easter.

From the staff of High Country Life
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Editor’s note:
This is a continuation of an article by
Sam Williams in our March issue.

Getting to know Jean LaMarr:

P
Jean LaMarr is someone who brings joy and laughter into people’s lives through her art
and printmaking skills, as well as being an ardent activist for Native American rights.
Photo submitted
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A rock climber reaches the
top of Pigeon Cliffs, a popular
climbing spot near
Susanville, California.
Photo by Joaquin Mann
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Lassen, Plumas and
Sierra Counties.

By Sam Williams
swilliams@lassennews.com

erhaps my greatest earlyteen regret
(only realized much later in life) is
that I didn’t seize the opportunity to
have just one real conversation with
William Saroyan, the grand,
mustachioed Pulitzer Prize and Academy
Award winning writer who resided just a wee
bit north of my family compound. Many
Saturdays I pumped my cruiser to the
downtown library where, as mornings
matured into afternoons, I spun the scratchy
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‘I started showing more and more, and then people started
telling me I’m a famous lady. But living in Susanville,
you don’t feel that way.’
— Jean LaMarr

Native American artist, activist, ardent advocate
old folk and blues records I couldn’t buy at the
local record store. Sometimes I’d bump into
Willy at the bike rack out front and at each
encounter I’d ﬁgure some new way to get the
old fart’s goat. Luckily, he could only shake his
ﬁst and curse at me in Armenian as I pedaled
away because he knew he could never catch
me on his rattly threespeed Schwinn with that
big old basket overﬂowing with books,
magazines and crumpled newspapers tottering
above a wobbly front wheel. Saroyan once said
he was so famous in Paris he could seldom
walk the streets unmolested, and he so loved
living in Fresno, the town of his birth, because
no one paid him any mind. No one save
obnoxious me, I guess!
I fear Jean LaMarr, a Native artist of renown
and importance, born here in Susanville, an
enrolled member of the Susanville Indian
Rancheria who lives and works among us, like
old Willy in Fresno, might pass right by us and
we might not even notice. Well, The Nevada
Museum of Art presents “The Art of Jean
LaMarr,” on view from Jan. 29 through May 29.
The exhibition features more than 100
paintings, prints and sculptures spanning ﬁve
decades of Jean’s art and activism. The
museum said Jean’s ongoing bold and
groundbreaking artistic practice rejects the
idea of the “vanished American Indian.” And
dig this. The museum unabashedly called Jean
“one the most inﬂuential Native American
artists practicing today.”
Now hold on — Jean’s career retrospective
at the NMA isn’t her ﬁrst major exposition.
According to Wikipedia, in 1987 her work was
included in The Ethnic Idea at the Berkeley Art
Center; in 1995 she hung the solo retrospective
Violetly Volatile: Selected Mixed Media Works
from 1974 to 1995 at the C.N. Gorman
Museum, in Davis; in 2019–2020 her work was
displayed in When I Remember I See Red:
American Indian Art and Activism in
California at the Crocker Art Museum in
Sacramento; and let’s not forget the Princess
Pale Moon exhibition at the Heard Museum in
Phoenix, Arizona.

The art of printmaking has been
a lifelong passion for Jean
LaMarr. Teaching the art to
others enriches her journey
through life.
Photo submitted

Jean said she was very excited about the
NAM show, and it includes all sorts of art she
created during her 50year career as an artist.
Despite having so much of her art on display,
Jean longs for some of her earliest pieces that
may be lost to time.
“I just wish I could ﬁnd some of the
original Bear Dance posters my uncle and I
made when I was in high school,” Jean said.
“We handdrew them and put them up all over
Susanville. The people plucked them up and
then tossed them after the Bear Dance was
over. We never did see them again, so we
hoped someone at least enjoyed the drawing.”
Still, she wondered if a poster or two might
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have survived in someone’s personal collection
or maybe a copy might be found hidden away
in some archive at Lassen High School.
Jean said some who have purchased her
work loaned their pieces for the exhibition.
And she said she has plans to bring even more
pieces to the show.
Jean remains down to earth and doesn’t let
her everincreasing fame get the best of her.
“I started showing more and more, and
then people started telling me I’m a famous
lady,” Jean said with a chuckle, “but living in
Susanville, you don’t feel that way. In Reno I’d
be getting tons of calls — come over and see
me, come over and do this — it’s kind of a little
escape for me over here in Susanville.”
Jean, of Northern Paiute/Pit River ancestry
with family ties in Northern Nevada and
California, was born in Susanville in 1945, and
her relationships with Native and immigrant
peoples shaped both her life and her art.
She experienced a childhood marked by
the contrasts of colliding cultures, and the
legacies of colonialism and racism that have
inﬂuenced her artistic practice throughout her
life. While at home, she was surrounded by her
large family and ﬁve sisters with rich traditions
of storytelling, music and performance.
“I grew up really proud of being Indian,”
Jean said. “Riding in the parade was horrible,
but I was real proud I did it. I wore my
buckskin and everything.”
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It was a story my mom
told me. I tried to repeat
her words, “We danced,
we sang, until the
matron came.”
At school she was confronted with forces of
assimilation: a fourthgrade assignment to
paint a mural depicting the British colonial
explorer Sir Francis Drake Christianizing
Native people after claiming their land along
the Paciﬁc coast for England, and in high
school, being typecast in the annual school
play titled “Curious Savage” in which she
played Lily Belle, a character described as a
selfproclaimed ingénue.
“Growing up in Susanville was rough for
me because the racism was so bad,” Jean said.
“It was terrible. I hated it. They tortured me so
much. My mom tried to get me in a boarding

school in Santa Fe, but they wouldn’t take
California Indians.”
Seems a desperate choice because Jean’s
mother knew all about the boarding schools.
She had endured an even more extreme
assimilation experience being forcibly
removed from her home, taken from her
parents in 1924 at the age of 6 with her sisters
and sent to the federally run Steward Indian
School in Carson City, Nevada. Jean represents
her mother’s experience in the work “We
Danced, We Sang, Until the Matron Came”
which recounts her mother’s story of being
forced to clean the school lavatories but
singing and dancing with the other girls to
pass the time until a strict matron approached.
“It was a story my mom told me,” Jean said.
“I tried to repeat her words, ‘We danced, we
sang, until the matron came.’ It’s telling the
story of when little girls had to scrub the ﬂoor
with a toothbrush when the matron was there.
But as soon as she was down the hall, they’d
start playing hand games and singing … There
was a little song my mother told me about they
sang in Paiute at Steward because they were so
starving, they were so hungry and longing to
go home … I want to learn Paiute. I want to
learn how to sing because that was all denied
me.”
Jean said part of the exhibition would
include a theatrical/musical performance of
the song.
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“What we want is acknowledgement,” Jean
said. “Acknowledge they’ve done wrong to
children. Indian people. Genocide. They put us
in schools, and they killed hundreds and
hundreds of children. Horror stories is what
they do. It’s just so sad, but the truth has to
come out … the children were hurt physically
and never apologized to. They never said, I’m
sorry. They never said anything like that … I do
get inspired. I want to tell a story they can’t tell.
Just ﬁnd a voice that’s a common voice among
us to make a statement about something, and
that was a statement of how bad we feel about
what happened to our ancestors. People are
missing, and we want to get those bones (of
the dead children) returned to their
homeland. That’s all we ask. No repatriation.
Nothing. Just return them. It will make our
hearts feel better.”
After graduating from Lassen High School
in 1964, LaMarr moved to San Jose, California
as part of the Indian Relocation Act, which
encouraged Native Americans to leave
traditional lands and assimilate into the
general population in urban areas. After
working for several years, in 1969 — thanks to
the Bureau of Indian Aﬀairs — she began
classes at the PhilcoFord Technical Institute
in Santa Clara where she learned drafting. In
1970, she enrolled in classes at San Jose City
College where she studied ﬁne art and
printmaking.

Jean was surrounded
by her large family and
ﬁve sisters with rich
traditions of storytelling,
music and performance
Here she began work as a student
coordinator of the Native American student
club, organizing and participating in protests
during the American Indian Occupation of
Alcatraz in San Francisco and followed the
eﬀorts of the San Francisco State College Third
World Liberation Front Strike calling for
reform of state educational systems and calling
for the selfdetermination of minorities. Jean
also participated in protests during the Pit
River Occupation in Shasta County when
Native American Indians disputed land claims
made by Paciﬁc Gas & Electric and the federal
government.

“I’m a community artist and have political
statements,” Jean said. “I know how Indian
people feel and I try to relate with what
information they’re trying to give me. I have
four big paintings. One is about the ancestors
ﬁghting the government over the catalogs of
government land that all the ranchers could
use except for them. It was a constant battle, so
I dedicated one of the paintings to them.”
After graduating from San Jose City College
with an associate degree, Jean enrolled at
University of California, Berkeley as an art
student with a focus on painting. Although she
faced challenges with the Eurocentric
emphasis of her professors, she took advantage
of other strengths within the program such as
Berkeley’s emphasis and support of
printmaking, an interest she carried with her
from San Jose. Berkeley’s reputation as a
research university was also crucial to the
development of her creative practice. In 1974,
she discovered the anthropology collection
that was in the same building as the art
department — Kroeber Hall, which was
stripped of its name in 2020 due to Alfred
Louis Kroeber’s name as a symbol of exclusion
and erasure for Native Americans.
The collection included Native American
artifacts, photograph collections and archives.
Some of the University’s artifacts had been
unearthed and looted from sacred Native
American sites decades earlier by research
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archaeologists. Jean even discovered a
photograph of her great aunt, Lena Joaquin
Calvin, taken in 1922 by ﬁeld anthropologist
Edward Giﬀord for an ethnographic study
purporting to infer racial diﬀerences based on
physical attributes such as crania
measurements. Jean made a photo etching
that would metaphorically reclaim her aunt’s
image from its status as a specimen in a display
case, juxtaposing Giﬀord’s historical
photograph alongside a personal family photo
of Lena as an elder.
At Berkeley, her activist work also
continued as she followed the American
Indian Movement’s occupation of the Pine
Ridge Reservation near Wounded Knee in
southwestern South Dakota in protest of the
federal government and its policies toward
Native American people. During this time, she
also befriended artists and professors engaged
with Chicanx political causes and issues,
which led to her deeper commitment and
greater exposure to graphic printmaking and
public mural techniques. After graduating in
1976, Jean remained in the Bay Area for much
of the next decade teaching regularly in Native
American arts, history and studio art, as well
as Native American literature. Her most
comprehensive mural commission, The
Ohlone Journey, is located in Ohlone Park in
Berkeley. The mural was recently honored
during the park’s 50year commemoration
ceremony in 2019.
Jean’s work could be classiﬁed as narrative
art, and while narrative art gains both
recognition and popularity these days, it
wasn’t always so.
“Narrative art — it’s not just artistic license
and such, it has to have a message, a story or
something to it,” Jean said. “That’s what I’ve
been doing for years and forever … (they used
to) just pass by it and say, ‘It’s folk art,’ so they
never bothered to critique it … But now I’m
getting a lot more attention.”
In 1994, Jean relocated to the Susanville
Indian Rancheria permanently with a desire to
reconnect with her homeland and to give back
to her community. She achieved this by
establishing the Native American Graphics
Workshop, a nonproﬁt organization and
studio space for elders, youth and Native
artists to learn and experiment with
printmaking, papermaking, painting, video
and new forms of experimental art. Over time,
the workshop has become a dynamic social
hub within the community.
“I appreciated being on the Susanville
Indian Rancheria,” Jean said. “We don’t get
homes for free. We make payments. That’s
how we end up owning these homes, but we
can never sell them. We pass them on to our
descendants. They get the homes. That’s a
good thing, and I appreciate it.”
Oh, and Jean and Jack Malotte created the
"Our Ancestors, Our Future" mural on Lassen
Street in Susanville. HCL
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Jean LaMarr and Jack Malotte created the "Our Ancestors, Our Future" mural on Lassen Street in Susanville. Photo submitted
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Getting the
pain of

Arth
I

By Meg Upton
mupton@plumasnews.com

t’s happened again. The day after doing
some sort of repetitive work or just a
change in the weather and bam! The
arthritis is ﬂaring up. If you’re like me, it’s
been ﬂaring up more and more these days.
Repeated trips to the doctor’s oﬃce might
yield another pain prescription or perhaps just
the suggestion to take overthecounter
Tylenol or aspirin, but those don’t get to the
root of the problem: the inﬂammation and the
pain it brings with it.
I posed the question, what do you do when
your arthritis acts up? to several Plumas
County residents, older and presumably wiser
than I am about what they do for arthritis. So
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Mornings can be particularly diﬃcult for
arthritis suﬀerers. File photos
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thritis
here’s how your friends and neighbors are
coping with theirs. It of course should be
noted that this isn’t a physician’s list, but
rather suggestions from fellow suﬀerers.
First oﬀ, what do we mean when we say
‘arthritis’? It’s the swelling or inﬂammation
around joints. It gets worse as we age. There
are many kinds, but the most common are
osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis.

under
control
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Alleviating the pain associated with arthritis allows us to return to having fun and enjoying life to its fullest. File photos
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According to the Arthritis Foundation,
arthritis is the leading cause of disability in the
United States. It aﬀects not only the joints
themselves but the tissue surrounding the
joints.
Some ways to alleviate the inﬂammations
are foodrelated. Top foods to consider are
antiinﬂammatory foods such as turmeric,
almonds, raw garlic, arnica and tart cherry
juice. Anything with large quantities of
Omega3 (ﬁsh oil) is a good idea.
Sadly the three top foods to avoid are all my
favorites: potatoes, tomatoes, and <gasp!>
coﬀee!
Drinking lots of water is also a good idea for
a variety of health issues. I personally drink a
glass the moment I wake up in the morning to
get a start on feeling better for the day. Alfalfa
supplements are another option said to be
helpful for arthritis. People are also examining
the role of gluten in their diets and any
inﬂammation that comes from a diet high in
gluten.
Now that we have the internal covered, what
about the external? Treatments using hot
paraﬃn wax is a current trend in helping
arthritis pain. This can be done at home or in a
spa setting (my nail salon does it as an option
for pedicures).
The heat and wax are said to loosen up the
joints, making it easier to exercise. Setups for
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wax treatments at home can cost as little as
$40 or as much as $120 for regular home
treatments.
It’s important to note that various medical
sites online say not to do this if you also have
diabetes or poor blood circulation. It’s
deﬁnitely an option one should ask their
doctor or physical therapist about.
A cheaper and less contentious option is
taking hot baths. Another is capisicum balms
or CBDbased salves rubbed into the areas
where pain is strongest.
Lastly, steady consistent movement has
proven to be beneﬁcial to many of my friends
and neighbors trying to manage their arthritis
pain. Some women promote knitting as a way
of relaxing their hands. Your physical
therapist might give you ﬁnger exercises to do
to help loosen up your ﬁngers. One man I
know uses the old silver dollar his grandfather
used to alleviate the pain in his ﬁngers by
ﬂipping the coin from ﬁnger to ﬁnger, back
and forth. The coin is quite worn.
Walking and water aerobics in a heated
pool are two excellent ways to get the body
moving to alleviate the pain of arthritis.
Lastly, people are ﬁnding that stress
triggers inﬂammation and therefore triggers
arthritis. Managing our stress levels can go a
long way toward helping us manage the pain
accompanying such stress.

“Ha! Take that, arthritis pain!”
As with any ailment with multiple
suggestions, we simply have to try what we
can manage to do. I try and make sure to keep
active. I’ve cut out foods that exacerbate
inﬂammation as best I can — though I
haven’t been able to give up coﬀee. I drink lots
of water and am adding in the cherry juice
and more Omega3s. Since arthritis hits me
hardest when I’ve been typing for long
periods of time, I take more breaks than I

used to. I take the option at the nail salon for
the wax manicure and pedicure treatment. I
don’t take any pharmaceutical painkillers
anymore, and I try not to let myself get too
stressed out about life when I can. I use a
CBD salve made in Meadow Valley on the
worst part of my hands.
Getting older is challenging, but I vow to
keep trying to do the things I want to do and
not let the pain of arthritis get in the way. HCL
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Black
Garlic

By Lauren Westmoreland
lwestmoreland@plumasnews.com

Put the power of advertising to work for
your business. Call one of our advertising
representatives today!

I

f you live, eat and shop in Plumas County,
you may have already heard of Pine Cone
Kitchen Black Garlic, known to many as
the “Caviar of the High Sierras.” Local
musician Danny Horton has penned a
song about the black garlic to the tune of Black
Velvet. You may have even tasted it at a local

Ian Upton, owner of
Universal Electric, says,
“I really like the
magazine! I get most of
my calls, from both
Plumas and Lassen
Counties, from my ad
in High Country Life
every month.”

Chester: Patty Dailey 530.258.7532
Quincy: Kelli Columbro or Theresa Crews
530.283.0800
Susanville: Teresa Stalteri 408.310.0022
or Theresa Harkness 530.260.3388

FEATHER PUBLISHING CO., INC • 530.283.0800 • plumasnews.com • lassennews.com
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What is it, and who makes this stuﬀ?
Black garlic and other Pine Cone
Kitchen products can be found in
Graeagle at the Graeagle Store,
Knotty Pine Tavern, The Peak,
Olive and Fig, and the Brewing Lair.
Products are also found at the
Quincy Natural Foods Coop and at
the Portola Village Pharmacy.
Photo submitted by Kayla Burton

restaurant. But what exactly is black garlic and
who makes it?
Black garlic — an ancient treat
Black garlic is very popular in various Asian
cuisines, and it is said that it likely originated
in Korea, where it was reportedly developed as
a health product so people could experience
the immunity and health beneﬁts of garlic, as
the process of roasting the garlic brought out a
hidden sweetness that made it easier to
consume in a raw state.

Black garlic is made when heads of regular
garlic are aged under specialized conditions
until the cloves turn a deep, inky black and
develop a sticky, almost datelike texture.
Bulbs of garlic are kept in a humidity
controlled environment from 80 to 90 percent,
for 15 to 90 days.
“There are no additives, preservatives, or
burning of any kind, and the enzymes that give
fresh garlic its sharpness break down,” Greg
Lusson, a selfdescribed chef and black garlic
enthusiast, explained.

Those conditions are thought to facilitate
the Maillard reaction, a chemical process that
produces new ﬂavor compounds responsible
for the deep taste of seared meat and fried
onions. When it comes to the taste test,
Lusson says, “Think of the ﬂavor as more of a
truﬄe or mushroom with the consistency of a
ﬁg.”
At this time, garlic used for the delicacy is
being sourced from local growers in Plumas
Continued on page 17

We pride ourselves on bringing
buyers and sellers together
throughout Lassen and
Plumas counties...call us
to hear about all
the possibilites.
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Continued from page 15
County and in the Reno, Nevada area, but Greg
and his partner, Kayla Burton, look forward to
harvesting their own garlic in the future. There
are also plans for future runs of foraged wild
garlic harvested from the area around Gold
Lake.
“In an eﬀort to accommodate demand, we
have pioneered a process … that isn’t described
anywhere on the internet,” Greg said. “After
several trialanderror runs, we are really proud
of the way we control the heat and humidity
for 60 days with zero additives. Our challenge

is simply scaling up to accommodate the
demand. It’s kind of like pushing a rock up a
hill then chasing it down the other side — it
always seems to be ahead of us.”
A grassroots business born
in the heart of Graeagle
Greg Lusson and Kayla Burton are the
masterminds and culinary pioneers behind a
local business called Pine Cone Kitchen.
The couple lives in MohawkBlairsden,
having moved to the area in March 2021 after
years of dreaming and visiting from the Bay
Area, where Kayla was a personal trainer and
Greg was “very much a true entrepreneur,”

according to Kayla.
“My grandpa built a cabin in Plumas Pines
back in 1952 and brought all of my aunts,
uncles, my dad; they all came up here for
vacations over the years,” Kayla said, explaining
her and her ﬁancée's journey to ultimately
becoming business owners in the Lost Sierra.
“My dad went on to do the same thing, so I
have been coming up and spending time in
Graeagle my entire life, and it has always had
such a special place in my heart.”
The couple were ﬁnally able to go from
parttime to fulltime locals after a visit in
January of 2021 that led to ﬁnding a home —
but not before having an unexpectedly long
adventure out of the country. A planned 21day
trip suddenly turned into an eightmonth stay
in Kenya due to Covid lockdowns, and the pair
came back to the United States to ﬁnd that the
pandemic was “going full throttle.”
“We were working remotely, and we really
wanted to put something new on the table,”
Greg reminisced.
The pair then made the move to Plumas
County, which then led to the birth of a new
Plumas County business — Pine Cone
Kitchen.
“Pine Cone Kitchen was conceived at the
Knotty Pine Tavern in Graeagle,” Kayla said
with a laugh. “We were brainstorming at the
bar, and I had just made this new recipe for
black garlic and I wanted to share it with the

Builders Supply

Supplying all your building
needs for over
50 years!

A Division of

• Building Materials
• Doors
• Hardware
• Paint - Interior/Exterior
• Lumber
• Plumbing Supplies
- and much more!

TRAEGER DEALER

540 Main St.
Chester
Black garlic is packed with nutrients and ﬂavor, according to the garlicologists at Pine
Cone Kitchen. Chart submitted by Pine Cone Kitchen

530.258.2131

collinsco.com/Locations/BuildersSupply
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others there,” Greg added.
Kandy Foard and her late husband, Steve
Conroy, of the Knotty Pine Tavern, were
immediate supporters, raving about the
unique ﬂavors. “Steve was an enthusiastic
supporter and a big part of the Knotty Pine
team that embraced us. He always predicted
our success, but didn't live long enough for us
to share these moments with him,” the couple
said.
Others also gave rave reviews of the garlic
and business idea at the tavern, including a
bartender, Rocky, who Kayla aﬀectionately
called her “long lost cousin,” and the owner’s
son, Tommy Foard.
“Suddenly, people who didn’t get to try the
black garlic were insulted,” Greg said with a
laugh.
After that, things quickly fell into place as
the dream of a business where passion and
creativity could intersect came to life. “We are
hardcore foodies and this business is the ﬁrst
time I have been able to put my passions in
alignment with business,” he added.
Kayla explained that after they were
licensed and obtained a professional facility to
work from in Blairsden, the ﬁrst place to stock
jars of their product was the Knotty Pine, on a
specially built shelf.
After that, with a huge amount of local
support, the business took oﬀ, with the
Graeagle Store stocking the soughtafter garlic

3 bedroom, 2 baths, 1,796 square feet home on
5 acres. $462,000

Kayla Burton and Greg Lusson, of Pine
Cone Kitchen, proudly display a fresh
batch of their famous black garlic at the
Blairsden Community Market.
Photos submitted by Kayla Burton
and other Pine Cone Kitchen products on their
shelves.
“That was just the biggest dream come true
for me, to see our product on the shelves where
I grew up shopping at the Graeagle Store!”
Kayla said.
She went on to explain the quick
momentum of their ﬁrst year in business, with
small batches of the black garlic being crafted
and sold at the Blairsden Community Market
at the Blairsden Garden Center. “We just can’t
thank Lauren Houston at the garden center
enough,” Kayla beamed. “She has witnessed
our little booth blow up and we have shared

Stop by for the
unforgettable!

HOURS: Tues-Sat 8am-8pm, Sun 8am-5pm. Closed Mondays

530.283.1949 • 875 E. Main St., Quincy
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those magic moments with her every step of
the way.”
The garlic sold out in no time at the market
on the ﬁrst trip and many to follow, leading to
new community connections and friendly
rivalry in the process.
“Georges Serdyukov's Lost Sierra Honey is a
very popular booth at the Blairsden
community market, and we quickly became
neighbors and now aﬀectionately compete
with the size of the crowds we can draw,” Greg
said with a grin. “We take turns buying the
winner beers at Charlie Johnson's Brewery,
Ronin.”
“We celebrate market days by going to
Ronin brewery after and occasionally
customers ﬁnd us there when they miss us at
the market to buy whatever jars we didn't sell,
if there are any at all. It’s a market tradition,
and most of the vendors can be found there
immediately after market close,” the couple
explained. “Charlie and his wife, Lisa, have
been passionate supporters of our little ‘mom
and pop.’ Charlie is a fermentation wizard and
one of our mountain mentors!”
“It wasn't until our merch, beanies and
hats, provided by local legend Nick Calder at
Calder Solutions, that Kayla and I realized this
is really happening! It was a big moment for us,
just like our ﬁrst sale, our ﬁrst market blow
out, and now this interview!” Greg added.
From there, operations snowballed, and
the business has experienced the thrill of rapid
growth and been prompted into three
expansions.
“The demand just goes up with the supply
and we haven't yet been able to accommodate
all our orders or even get to our vendor waiting
list — local demand exhausts our supply
before we can even think about other
territories,” Kayla explained. “We are always
looking for expansion opportunities and ways
to streamline our production to accommodate
the evergrowing demand.”
The couple is ready and eager to continue
bringing fresh ﬂavors to the tables of Plumas
County, and has embraced their journey as
they near their oneyear anniversary at Pine
Cone Kitchen.
“We couldn't have made it up here without
Gina Cuccia and the whole Cuccia family
supporting our entrepreneurial endeavors,
with her love, wisdom and awesome counsel,”
Greg said. “Gina mentors Kayla and is like her
mountain auntie.”
Kayla chimed in that there have been too
many community embracers to name, but that
they “couldn't have done it without them.”
“Everyone who has published a positive
review, values shopping local, and lives
vicariously through our shared victories are
part of our journey and have witnessed us
bloom, blossom and grow,” she added. “Some
mornings we wake up and still can’t believe we
are Mr. and Mrs. Black Garlic. It’s really a
dream come true!”
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Celebrating black garlic in local meals
The couple has always viewed food as more
than just nutrition. It is an opportunity to
learn, to explore and to unite eaters in a shared
experience.
“Our approach to culinary is best described
as the cutting edge of familiarly strange,” Greg
said. “It’s ﬁne if you don't like it at ﬁrst, but I
bet you won’t forget it, and you will see it again
later — remember, you saw it here ﬁrst!”
Where to ﬁnd Pine Cone Kitchen
in Plumas County and what’s next
The “Garlicologists” at Pine Cone Kitchen
have already been featured in local
restaurants, such as the Whitehawk Ranch
restaurant in Clio, where local favorite Chef
Chris served a black garlic noodle made by
Kayla and Greg during one special.
Pine Cone Kitchen has also been featured
at Bell Lane Baked Goods in Quincy, where
they created a black garlic, brie, and ham
croissant, as well as at the Knotty Pine Tavern
in a “Knotty Mary Fully Loaded.”
“We like things that people will never
forget, and plan on rocking the culinary boat
even more in the future with similarly
unforgettable products like our black garlic,”
the pair said. “Our passion is to make impacts
in every kitchen we can reach, whether we are
in business or not. This will always be what
propels us in the future just as it has in the
past.”
Black garlic was just the beginning for Pine
Cone Kitchen. “As far as our next product goes,
we will follow our indemand black salt with a
black garlic hot honey sauce to be released in
June,” Kayla added.
The business will also be releasing
products such as a special “Taste of the Pines”
dry rub made in partnership with local
business Simply Roots Coﬀee, as well as a High
Sierra Mountain sauce made in partnership
with Lost Sierra Honey, which the couple says
will be “similar to a Polynesian sauce — very
umami, with some red wine to cut the
sweetness of the honey.”
Black garlic and other Pine Cone Kitchen
products can be found in Graeagle at the
Graeagle Store, Knotty Pine Tavern, The Peak,
Olive and Fig, and the Brewing Lair. Products
are also found at the Quincy Natural Foods
Coop and at the Portola Village Pharmacy.
Aside from the listed local vendors and the
Blairsden Community Market, Pine Cone
Kitchen has plans to have a presence at the
Reno Garlic Festival this summer as well.
“The community has placed us here and we
look for any way to reciprocate and give back,”
the couple said. “It’s a team dream and we play
our evergrowing part.” HCL

Each year, Pine Cone Kitchen
holds a recipe contest to determine
the best ways people have found to
incorporate black garlic into their
meals.
In 2021, the contest had two
winners. King Black Garlic was
declared to be Shawn Adams, who
concocted a creamy bacon black
garlic chicken dish, and Black
Garlic Queen Courtney Reid, who
baked a delightful, layered black
garlic and herb bread.
The next black garlic cooking
competition will be held starting
July 5 and all recipe entries must
be in by July 21.
Participants must simply
submit a picture and recipe that
includes Pine Cone Kitchen
black garlic. Winners receive a
gift bag assembled from
various vendors at the
Blairsden Community Market,
which includes dried meats, cheese, fresh
fruits and vegetables. To enter or just to learn more, visit
Pine Cone Kitchen on Facebook or Instagram.

Rev. Todd DuBord

Former Chaplain for Chuck Norris
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CA LIC #840585

urely everyone in Northeastern
California knows about the utter
devastation our region suﬀered from
the Dixie Fire, the second largest
wildﬁre in state history that burned
nearly 1 million acres and razed more than
1,300 structures between July and October
2021. More forests burned during the Hog
Fire (9,564 acres burned in July and August
2020) and the Sheep Fire (29,579 acres
burned in August and September 2020), and
some relief for landowners is now available.
In the wake of catastrophic wildﬁres, the
Lassen Fire Safe Council is charting a new
path by adding reforestation into its forest
management mission. The agency, supported
by a new series of CalFire and Federal
Emergency Management Agency grants, will
be replanting forests damaged by wildﬁres, a
ﬁrst for the agency and a model approach for
other ﬁre safe councils.
The expanded focus allows the Susanville
based agency to address the life cycle and
safety of forests before, during and after ﬁres.
For 20 years, the LFSC has successfully
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Lassen Fire Safe Council grants will
help property owners recover from wildﬁres

Fireﬁghters assemble to battle the Sheep Fire oﬀ Gold Run Road. Photo submitted
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This graphic shows the project area to be reforested in the aftermath of the Sheep and
Hog ﬁres through the FEMA grant award to the Lassen Fire Safe Council. Graphic submitted
administered ﬁre prevention tactics to aid
homeowners and public and private forest
land in and around Lassen County. Its
landscapescale treatments have reduced the
density of overgrown forests, creating
conditions that keep ﬁres tamer and give
ﬁreﬁghters easier access. Now, however, it also
aims to demonstrate how reforestation
projects can help burned forests avoid,
survive and properly recover from future
catastrophic wildﬁres.
Given the wildﬁre damage in our area, the
Lassen Fire Safe Council is adding a new
element to its ﬁre safety mission:
reforestation. The reforestation work goes
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beyond creating fuel breaks, beyond thinning
forests and undergrowth and beyond
hardening homes against wildﬁres. It also lays
out a plan for repairing the millions of
burned acres.
The faster the burned forests can be
replanted, the faster they can capture carbon
and arrest a vicious cycle of wildﬁre risk and
climate change. The eﬀort by LFSC is one of
the missing links in how California can
recover from its massive wildﬁres.
“Time is of the essence,’’ said LFSC
Managing Director Tom Esgate who has
managed fuel reduction treatments on nearly
90,000 acres during his 18 years at the agency.
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The effort by LFSC
is one of the
missing links in how
California can recover
from its massive
wildﬁres
“We have millions of acres that have been
burned, and we have to treat those with the
same urgency as we do prevention.”
Help is available
For property owners who want to replant
trees on their land, help is on the way, thanks
to grants obtained by the Lassen Fire Safe
Council.
In December 2021, the LFSC received a
$5.25 million Federal Emergency
Management Agency Reforestation Grant to
remove burned trees, apply emergent brush
treatments and plant new trees and reforest
on up to 4,650 acres that were
catastrophically damaged by the Hog and
Sheep Fires that impacted the outskirts of
Susanville in 2020. As those projects
successfully move forward, LFSC has decided
to expand their reforestation eﬀorts and
address the catastrophic impacts of the 2021
Dixie and Beckwourth Complex Fires.
Phase 1 of the FEMA project covers
landowner signups, site assessments and the
completion of Right of Entry permits. All
work in Phase 1 needs to be completed by
June 1, 2022. Landowners interested in
participating in the project should call the
LFSC at 2515560 as soon as possible.
The award compliments a $5 million Hog
and Sheep Fire Forest Restoration Grant LFSC
received from the California Climate
Investments Forest Health program that is
administrated by CalFire.
“The Lassen Fire Safe Council is looking
forward to assisting our community in the
restoration of our forests and watersheds,”
said Lloyd Keefer, LFSC chair. “Tree planting
is a new venture for LFSC, and we are all
looking forward to helping with the recovery
from these two ﬁres. We are also looking for
opportunities to help mitigate the impacts of
this year’s Dixie Fire.”
The Lassen Fire Safe Council also is
applying for another round of CalFire Forest

Low intensity ﬁre activity as part of the Dixie Fire. Photo submitted
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The burned area oﬀ the Diamond Mountain Motorway.
Photos submitted

An aerial view of the area near the Old Archery Road and
Children’s Road burned by the Sheep Fire.
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Serving Plumas and
Lassen Counties
for over 24 years

Health Grants focused on reforesting lands
within last year’s local ﬁre footprints. One of
these grants will be the Dixie Fire East
Reforestation Project. The Dixie Fire East
project includes land impacted by the
Beckwourth Complex ﬁres, including lands
within the wildland urban interface zones in
vicinity of the communities of Susanville,
Janesville, Milford and Doyle in Eastern
Lassen and Plumas counties.
But landowners should be ready for a
lengthy process as Esgate noted, “It’s going to
take years for us to pull this oﬀ.”
Esgate said the LFSC has more than $10
million in grants to help property owners and
that funding should cover reforesting 8,000
to 10,000 acres of privately owned land in
Lassen County in the footprint of the Hog
and Sheep ﬁres.
Properties eligible for participation in the
FEMA project must not have had any ground
disturbing activities since ﬁre suppression
activities were completed (e.g. salvage
logging). Landowners interested in
participating in the project should contact
LFSC at 5302515560 as soon as possible.
Once contacted, LFSC staﬀ will assess the
property to conﬁrm it meets FEMA’s
requirements.
Unfortunately, Esgate said landowners
who did salvage logging on their property are
not allowed to participate in that program.
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The LFSC has more
than $10 million in
grants to help
property owners
He said the LFSC would remove the burned
trees to be chipped, managing the brush to
give the newly planted trees (70 percent pine,
15 percent ﬁr and some redwood) a good start.
While it might take 40 or 50 years for
those trees to mature, Esgate said the LFSC’s
mission is really to help protect the
watershed.
“Trees do a great job in a watershed,”
Esgate said. “You want to have good trees
with large spacing so the snow can get down
there into the soil, into the streams. After a
ﬁre, you get a conversion from forest to 20
foottall brush, along with all the burned
trees. That’s a perfect setup for another
catastrophic ﬁre. We recognize that, which is
why reforestation is not out of sync with our
mission of fuelreduction work.”
The LFSC’s ﬁrst reforestation project
began in October 2021 with a $5 million
California Climate Investments Forest Health
grant to clear the burned timber and plant
resilient trees. An additional grant from
FEMA gave the LFSC 12,000 acres of
reforestation work to complete. The projects
are expected to take nearly four years to
ﬁnalize. The agency is now in the process of
applying to reforest an additional 15,000 acres
of damaged forest land.
Reforestation is part of the CalFire
Climate and Energy Program, which awards
grants to help reduce or mitigate greenhouse
gas emissions. The projects they fund will
bring jobs to local communities, Esgate said.
“Last year we had more than 150 people
working in the forest, and this summer we
expect to have 300 people working with us on
various grants,” he said.
The collaborative projects will include
partners at various levels–federal, state, local
and tribal.
The Lassen Fire Safe Council is a
nonproﬁt public beneﬁt corporation whose
mission includes helping to spearhead ﬁre
safety programs with other local
organizations. The reforestation eﬀort stands
to illustrate a broader view of ﬁre prevention
and forest health.
Funding for this project was provided by
CalFire’s Forest Health program, as part of
California Climate Investments.
For more information, call Esgate at 310
0146 or email tom.esgate@gmail.com. HCL

It’s not diﬃcult to see the devastation left in the wake of the Sheep Fire in the area of Old
Archery and Children’s roads. Photo submitted
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Child Care Credit Increased for 2021 Only
The new tax law increases the amount of the credit and eligible expenses for child and dependent care, modifies
the phase-out of the credit for higher earners and makes it refundable. For 2021, the top credit percentage of
qualifying expenses increased from 35% to 50%. In addition, eligible taxpayers can claim qualifying child and
dependent care expenses of up to:
• $8,000 for one qualifying child or dependent, up from $3,000 in prior years, or
• $16,000 for two or more qualifying dependents, up from $6,000 before 2021.
This means that the maximum credit in 2021 of 50% for one dependent’s qualifying expenses is $4,000, or $8,000
for two or more dependents.
When figuring the credit, employer-provided dependent care benefits, such as those provided through a flexible
spending account (FSA), must be subtracted from total eligible expenses.
As before, the more a taxpayer earns, the lower the credit percentage. But under the new law, more people will
qualify for the new maximum 50% credit rate. That’s because the adjusted gross income (AgI) level at which the
credit percentage is reduced is raised substantially from $15,000 to $125,000.
Above $125,000, the 50% credit percentage is reduced as income rises, plateauing at a 20% rate for taxpayers
with an AgI above $183,000. The credit percentage level remains at 20% until reaching $400,000 and is then
phased out above that level. It is completely unavailable for any taxpayer with AgI exceeding $438,000.
In 2021, for the first time, the credit is fully refundable. This means that an eligible
family can get it, even if they owe no federal income tax.

BEQUETTE & KIMMEL ACCOUNTANCY CORPORATION
307 W Main St., Quincy • 530.283.0680 • 17 Highway 89, Graeagle • 530.836.0193

We’re Your
FARM and RANCH FUEL SUPPLIER
Trusted and Reliable Delivery and Value!

Now is the time
to sign up for our Budget Pay Plan!
Oil/Grease • Equipment Repair and Maintenance • Installation
Ag Fuel - Gas/Diesel

Serving all of Lassen and Plumas Counties

www.edstaub.com • 530.257.3416 • 702-190 Johnstonville Rd., Susanville
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This is a photo of the Bunnell Hotel, circa
1901, that was built on the banks of the
North Fork of the Feather River near
Prattville. This is where the L.W. Bunnell
Safe was delivered to from San Francisco.
Photo courtesy of Chester/Lake Almanor
Museum
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A relic from the past makes its way home, ‘safe’ and sound

By Gregg Scott
Staﬀ Writer

A

nyone visiting the Chester Museum
might want to ask Codirector
Marylin Quadrio about the newest
addition to the collection of
historical artifacts. Here is a little
background on the item and how it ﬁnally
found its way home after well over a hundred
years.
Sometime in the early 1860s the Big
Springs area of Plumas County had become a

fairly wellestablished location for recreation
seeking folks from the Sacramento Valley to
come for, of course, recreation, camping and
to escape the hot summer temperatures that
were common down there. By the mid1860s
early residents like Dr. Willard Pratt were
starting to construct resortlike facilities to
serve the everincreasing number of visitors.
In 1886 Luther Wellington “Wells”
Bunnell built the ﬁrst Bunnell Hotel, also
High Country Life • April 2022
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These are the planners that put together and completed the challenge of returning the Bunnell Safe to Plumas County. From left: Dan
Smith, Ignacio Polanco, Marylin Quadrio, Jose Luis Ibarra Tejeda, Steve Fleming (seated), Mark Melcon (seated), Sharon Henry, Will
Henry, Joan Sayre and Billy Metcalf. Thanks for a project well done. Photo by Laura Kincaid
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‘I know that name’ Will Henry told shop owner David
Davis. After quite a discussion, Davis decided to donate
the Bunnell Safe to the Chester/Lake Almanor Museum
called “Bunnell’s or the “Bunnell House,” for
the same reasons. Unfortunately, the hotel
burned down in 1899. When Bunnell rebuilt
the facility in 1901 he added an extra piece of
oﬃce furniture. He had a 1,200pound ﬁre
proof safe shipped from San Francisco to
ensure his papers would not be lost in a
second ﬁre.
Little did he know at the time what the
future would hold. In 1910 the Bunnell Ranch
and Hotel was purchased, along with many
other sites, by the Great Western Power

Company as part of their plan to build a 180
foot dam that would eventually become Lake
Almanor. Prior to the demolition of the hotel,
the safe was removed and transferred down to
the Caribou power oﬃce. It remained there
(unopened), until 1980 when PG&E
contacted Locksmithing Enterprises of Chico
wanting to purchase a working safe and
oﬀered the Bunnell safe as a tradein. A deal
was made and owner David Davis had the
safe up for sale for a number of years.
On a trip to Chico, Will and Sharon Henry
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drove to Locksmithing Enterprises to have
some unusual keys made and Will Henry
noticed the mountain mural on the front of a
safe. As he looked closer, he saw the name
“L.W. BUNNELL” in guild across the top. “I
know that name” he told Davis. After quite a
discussion, David Davis decided to donate the
Bunnell Safe to the Chester/Lake Almanor
Museum.
After much planning by the museum staﬀ
and volunteers coming forward, the 1200
pound safe was loaded into the pickup bed of

Huge Selection of
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zaengles.com • 2800 Main St., Susanville (in front of Walmart) • 530.257.7788
*Interest will be calculated on your account from the purchase date. If the purchase balance is not paid in full within 6 months or if you make a late payment, interest will be charged on the total purchase.
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This photo of the L.W. Bunnell
safe was taken where it now sits
in the museum. The mountain
mural and gilded name are what
brought it to the attention of
Will Henry when he saw it in the
Locksmithing Enterprises store
in Chico. Photo by Gregg Scott

local resident Dan Smith, driven up to
Chester from Chico and with the help of a
forklift and two employees of Womack
Construction and other volunteers, it was
carefully situated in the museum.
If you think there were a lot of stars that
lined up to make this piece of history ﬁnd its
way home you might be right. It also took
more than a small amount of planning and
labor to move that weighty hunk of metal.
Quadrio and the entire staﬀ oﬀered a huge
“Thank You” to all who had a part in this
eﬀort.
One historical story that would probably
be quite interesting would be the original trip
this safe made up to the Bunnell Hotel. In
1901 this safe was most likely shipped by boat
from San Francisco to Sacramento. From
there it would be put on a train as far as Chico
— 1,200 pounds could not be hauled by stage
coach so it would then be loaded on a freight
wagon for the trip up the hill. We should also
remember that there were no forklifts
available for any of these transfers. During
that period of time the freight route to Big
Springs was up the old Humboldt Road which
would roughly be a two or threeday jaunt
over an uphill dirt road. Times have changed!
The Chester Lake Almanor Museum is
located at 210 1st Ave. in Chester. HCL

•
•
•
•
•

Large and Small Animals
Offering Mobile Vet
Urgent Care
Daytime Emergency
NEW! Small Animal Orthopedics

464-780 Trinity Way, Janesville

530.253.3190
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An ‘Eggcelent” Time to Dye

Presoaked yarn in a pan, soaking skeins in the bowl, vinegar, and a variety of dye colors
(plus two sourdough starter jars; the advantage of food safe dyeing is not having to
move everything out of the way) are ready for the next step. Photo by Teri York

By Teri York
Special to High Country Life

I

’m sure you’ve all heard of, and probably
experienced, the concept of “project
creep” — that inevitable moment when a
DIY project gains three extra steps, or
what starts with throwing away a box of
stale crackers ends up with you deep cleaning
the entire pantry.
Continued on page 33

TYRUS CHIMNEY SWEEP
Tyrus Herbertson, Owner

tyruschimneysweep@gmail.com • tyruschimneysweep.com
CA Contractor’s Lic. #988352
F.I.R.E. Certified Inspector
#FCI 256
CSIA Cert #6167

PO Box 3273, Quincy, CA

530.927.7459

YOGA
CYCLING

MASSAGE
See our website for
spring specials!

530.251.6028 2005 Main St., Susanville

mountainyogastudio.com
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Local Non-Profits

Committed to Our Community

T

Seneca Hospital Auxiliary volunteers are making a dierence
he Seneca Hospital Auxiliary,
composed of community volunteers,
was formed in 1977 for the primary
purpose of rendering service to Seneca
Healthcare District (SHD), its patients,
and the community it serves. Most of
our monetary donations are received
through our annual Donation Drive in
August. It is a solicitation mailing to
the many contributors in the Almanor Basin
and beyond. We also receive donations through
our Game Day in June and the Flu Clinic in the
fall. Our volunteers host Blood Drives in the
spring and fall,

Our first contribution in 1978 was $2,400.
participate in Wellness Clinics in the spring and
Thanks to our growth and the continued
fall, and host Community Suppers. Volunteer
generosity of our community we currently
time contributions are spent working on these
contribute over $30,000 each year. Since its
events and working in the hospital as needed.
inception the Seneca Hospital Auxiliary has
We help sort and shelve linens weekly and
contributed more than
spend time with Long
$750,000 to the annual Wish
Term Care patients.
List.
Whether playing Bingo,
Other monetary
reading, or escorting
contributions to SHD and the
them on outings, it is
community include monthly
always an enjoyable
financial support to the Seneca
experience for
Long Term Care Activities
everyone.
Fund, Community Suppers,
The Auxiliary’s
and Medical Scholarships for
largest single
Blood Drive – May 4, 2022, Elks
students. The Scholarships are
monetary
Lodge, 167 Main Street in Chester
available for Almanor Basin
contribution, and
For appointment visit www.vitalant.org,
high school students pursuing
perhaps the most
or call Nancy Foote, 5302594647
a college education in a
rewarding, is our
medical field, or persons
annual
Game Day – Friday, June 24th, Lake
seeking further training or
contribution to
Almanor Country Club
certification in a medical
the SHD Wish
Mexican Train, Hand & Foot, Bridge.
career or technical education
List. At the
What’s your game?
Game Day activities include a luncheon
program. To date we have
beginning of
and drawing for prizes.
awarded $26,690 in
each year the
Scholarships.
SHD CEO
Blood Drive – August 17, 2022, Elks,
We are strictly a volunteer
meets with the
167 Main Street in Chester
organization and our $20
medical staff to create a
For appointment visit www.vitalant.org,
annual membership dues cover
Wish List for new or
or call Nancy Foote, 5302594647
our minimal administrative
updated replacement
costs. Seneca Hospital
equipment. Together
Auxiliary offers a volunteer
they determine their
opportunity where you know you are making a
current needs for equipment that will help treat
difference. If you are interested, we welcome
patients more effectively and efficiently. The
new members. Please contact our
Wish List is presented to the Auxiliary in March
Membership Chair at smileany1@gmail.com
for membership review and
or visit our website,
approval.
www.senecahospital.org/auxiliary. We also
accept donations through our website. Our
general membership meetings are held on
the second Wednesday of each month,
March through November. Meetings begin
at 10:00 a.m. in the SHD Conference
Room (to the left of the Walkin Clinic).
Please come to a meeting. We will
introduce ourselves and answer any
questions you may have.

Upcoming
Events

This page sponsored by:

HERE.
For
Good.

plumasbank.com
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Continued from page 31
I regularly suﬀer from “skill creep.” I start
with one skill, become interested in a related
skill, and down the rabbit hole I go, acquiring
new materials, tools, knowledge, and a whole
new skillset before I reach the end.
In this case, it started with crochet,
learned in one of my ﬁrst projects through
Feather River 4H. During the past ﬁve years,
I became interested in one step further —
how yarn is made. Next thing I knew, I’d
bought wool and a drop spindle, then a
second spindle and better quality wool, then
my uncle was mailing me a gigantic bag of
alpaca ﬁber from the previous season’s
shearing out at the Farnworth place. Now, I
have a spinning wheel on each coast — an
1800s Saxonystyle wheel out here in Virginia
with me, and a newer model taking up space
and waiting for me in my parents’ closet there
in Quincy. And yet, my skill creep journey
wasn’t ﬁnished.
I had learned how to make the yarn, but
how did one go about coloring the yarn? A
late night downthe rabbithole of YouTube
DIY videos had an answer: protein ﬁbers like
wool and silk are dyed with acidbased dyes.
You can buy fancy dye powders in a huge
variety of colors, in neons, ﬂuorescents, and
every shade of the rainbow but they need
pots and tools that don’t get used for food.

702-340
JOHNSTONVILLE
RD.,
SUSANVILLE

530.257.5123
paylessbuildingsupply.com

HOURS:
Mon-Sat 8-4

This yarn used two diﬀerent dye techniques. It was ﬁrst immersion dyed with yellow, then
dip dyed in green and ﬁnally blue. Photo by Teri York
High Country Life • April 2022
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The ﬁnal dip dyed yarn is a bright combination of yellow, shades of green, and teal, and is currently on Teri’s crochet hook,
becoming a shawl. Photos by Teri York
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Teri’s ﬁrst dye experiment was a handful of loose wool shoved into cups of egg dye, a spontaneous and therefore unprepared decision to
give it a whirl. After a soak, the handfuls were ﬁshed out and moved to a casserole dish covered in plastic wrap, and carefully microwaved
in bursts to set the color.
OR! You can use food dye!
You heard me, food dye. The liquid four
pack found in every baking aisle. Or a step
up, Wilton’s or another brand of gel dye. Or,
my favorite way and the product that should
be going down to clearance prices soon,
Easter egg dye tablets! In fact, my ﬁrst
experiment in dyeing, and still my favorite
time and way to dye up some wool roving or
ﬁnished yarn, takes place after the kids and I
have dyed and decorated all the eggs we can
stand in the lead up to Easter. And this year,
you can do it, too.
Let’s Dye It
The process is fairly simple. Take wool
(cloth, yarn, or unspun ﬁber), add dye, acid,
time, and heat. Since you’ll be using food safe
dye tablets, you can use whatever pots, pans,
and utensils are in your kitchen (although it
may leave your kitchen smelling a bit
“sheepy,” but hey, this is Plumas County, it’s
probably not the ﬁrst time).
For this ﬁrst experiment in dyeing, I
suggest looking for undyed or naturally
colored (that is, the color is straight from the
sheep) “superwash” wool yarn, which has
been treated not to felt or mat when
subjected to heat/soap/agitation.
You can buy it online through larger
retailers like www.knitpicks.com and
www.yarn.com, or smaller shops like

DESCRIPTION:
This lecture and field-based
class is designed to provide
basic knowledge and skills
in working with maps,
compasses, and
GPS navigation.
Upon completion of this
course, students will be
able to navigate including
calculating distance and
direction, using the features
of topographical and other
maps in conjunction with
compass and GPS, and will
be able to successfully set up
and operate a GPS receiver
for ground navigation.

INSTRUCTOR
For more information
about this class, contact
Instructor Adam Butler at:
abutler2916@lassencollege.edu

REGISTRATION IS OPEN NOW!

High Country Life • April 2022
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Finally cool enough to handle, and
with just a little grumbling from the
rest of the family about the kitchen
smelling like sheep, the wool tufts
showed oﬀ the brilliant color variety
of the dye kit used. Once they were
dry, Teri brushed each color out
smooth and prepared it to be spun on
her drop spindle. Photos by Teri York

www.wetbellyﬁbers.com, whose owner
sources from US farms and ﬁber mills as
much as she can. That said, any yarn with
wool content will work just ﬁne, although
other ﬁber content in the yarn may not take
the dye, and you’ll need to be more careful
with the dyeing and washing overall.
Once you have your yarn or ﬁber, gather
the rest of what you’ll need:
• A pack of Easter egg dye tablets — any
brand, any colors, as long as “Red No. 40” and
“Blue No. 1” are the sort of ingredients listed
— natural food dyes will not work. If you
typically use liquid food dye to dye eggs,
prepare it as you normally do, it’ll work just
ﬁne.
• Distilled white vinegar. Egg dye tablets
need more acid (vinegar) to set than other
methods, but it won’t do any harm to your

OPEN
HOUSE
Fri. & Sat., April 15-16

10% OFF
ALL INVENTORY

Bedding Flowers and Plants
Hanging Baskets • Potting Soil
Perennials • Roses
Bark Mulch and More!
OPEN SEASONALLY APRIL TO JUNE • MON-SAT 8-5 • CLOSED SUNDAY

721-425 Capezzoli Lane • 530.260.1438 or 530.254.6503
Hwy 395 to Standish, right on Buntingville Rd. (A-3), left on Capezzoli Lane for 1.2 miles.
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yarn, and you’ll be using it when you dye your
eggs anyway!
• A large bowl, a large pot to simmer water
and eventually the yarn in, and a high sided
baking or roasting pan if you’d like to
pour/paint the dye on versus dipping or
submerging it.
• Tongs, measuring cups and spoons,
paper towels, plastic wrap, absorbent towels
you don’t care about, and a couple hours of
your time.
To start, unwind or untwist your yarn into
a loose skein (like you’ve wound up an
extension cord), and loosely tie the strands
together in 34 spots to help it avoid tangling
while you dye it. Place the skein in a large
bowl and cover it with warm water plus 2
Tbsp vinegar, and let it soak while you dye up
a storm of eggs following the dye kit’s
instructions.
Once you’ve dyed all the eggs you can
stand, you have a decision to make. You can
kettle dye your yarn using a pot on the stove
(aka “immersion” dyeing), or you can hand
paint your yarn in a pan, heat setting the yarn
in the microwave later. Pick your method,
and prepare the stove or countertop (drips
happen). Now’s the time to think about your
colors, too. Pull the colors you want to use
together from the prepared dyes, and the
order you want to use them in (remember the
color wheel, orange and green make brown,

With the presoaked yarn arranged on top of plastic wrap over a baking sheet, yellow and
orange (and a touch of the red) dye was poured on and squished through the ends of the
skein, and teal dye was concentrated in the middle of the skein.

Come visit our booth at
the Spring Show!
Sat., April 30 • 10am-3pm • Lassen County Fairgrounds

www.lmud.org
65 S. Roop Street, Susanville | 530.257.4174
High Country Life • April 2022
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The hand painted
yarn has been
“burritoed” in
microwaveable plastic
wrap and is ready to
be steam set in 30
second bursts
Photos by Teri York

red and blue make purple so think about that
while you’re making your color choices).
Immersion/Kettle Dyeing
Add water to your pot about half full,
bring it to a boil and then back down to a low
simmer — barely any bubbling should show.
Measure out ¼ cup of white vinegar and set it
aside with a tablespoon measure for later. Pull
your yarn out of its bath and squeeze it out.

Think about what you want your ﬁnished yarn
to look like. Keep in mind, more dye into the
pot means deeper colors but longer times,
less dye means lighter colors but shorter
times.
Semi solid in one or two color tones? Add
one dye to the pot, then submerge all your
yarn in it for a few minutes, then add another
color or two to the pot wherever you like —
directly onto the yarn will give more intense

...for easy, stress free tax help!
Income Tax Preparation for Individuals and Businesses
FREE eFile
Tax Problem Resolution • Accounting, Payroll, Insurance

Lori Morrell Lomas, EA
Lic. #0B06912

featherfinancial.com • featherfinancial@gmail.com • 20A Crescent St., Quincy
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patches of color, whereas pouring it into the
water to one side will allow the dye to spread
out more and will give more subtle color
additions to a wider section of yarn. Let the
yarn simmer for 20 minutes or more,
occasionally poking at it to move it around in
the dye bath.
Add more vinegar a tablespoon at a time
to the dye bath if the dye doesn’t seem to be
transferring to the yarn well, allowing another
35 minutes between additions to give it time
to work.
The dye bath is “done” when most of the
dye has been sucked up by your yarn and the
water is clear or close to it — you can test this
by dipping the corner of a paper towel into
the dye bath, and looking for any lingering
color in the water it soaks up. Remove your
yarn, use tongs to squeeze the water out, and
set it aside.
Distinctly diﬀerent colors on one end
versus the other? Add the main color to the
pot and dip just a portion of the yarn down
into the water, keeping the section you want a
diﬀerent color out of the pot, until most of
the dye has been sucked up by the yarn and
your dye bath is clear of dye or close to it (add
a Tbsp or two of vinegar or more to the water
if it takes longer than 10 minutes).
Pull your yarn out and squeeze out the
water (use tongs not your hands!), setting it
on a towel or in a bowl for a moment while
you add the next color to the dye pot. Your
yarn will be pretty hot to the touch, so
consider hanging the now dyed end on a
wooden spoon or similar object that you can
safely hold while the other end goes back into
the dye pot. Repeat the process for the
undyed end, letting it stay in the dye bath
until the water clears or until your arms get
tired and you call it “good enough.”
If your water is clear, add the whole skein
of yarn back in it and let it simmer for 20
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minutes or so to ensure the dye sets. If the
water hasn’t cleared but you are done, you can
either add another skein of yarn to the water
to mop up the remaining color, or you can
empty the pot and bring fresh water up to a
simmer, and proceed with the 20 minute
simmer. Remove your yarn and squeeze the
water out, and set it aside.
Looking for an ombre or dipdyed look?
Add your dye to the pot, then submerge just a
few inches of your yarn into the pot for a few
moments, adding a few more inches every
minute or so, and ﬁnally adding the rest of
the yarn when the dye left in the water is as
pale as you want your yarn to be. Add another
Tbsp or two of vinegar, and let it simmer as
you would in the previous methods.
Hand “Paint” Dyeing
This method allows a little more control
of where the colors end up on the yarn, and is
perfect for rainbow, gradient, selfstriping,
and other variegated color patterns. A
microwave works best for setting the color at
the end, but depending on your pattern, you
can use a pot on the stove and the kettle
method I outlined previously to set your
colors. Start by lining your broiler or baking
pan with microwaveable plastic wrap,
overlapping pieces by about 3” and making
sure you have plenty of overhang on all sides.
Pull your yarn out of its soak and squeeze
most of the water out. Arrange the yarn skein
in your pan, gently spreading it out to take up
most of the space in the pan.
Pour, drip, drizzle, or sponge your dye
directly onto the yarn, using your ﬁngers
(gloves may be useful here) or sponge brushes
to spread, squish, and move your yarn and the
dye around. There is no right way here,
anything goes. If you aren’t pouring it heavily,
the dye may not saturate through to the other
side of your skein, so you may wish to ﬂip the
yarn over and repeat the process on the other
side. Once you’re satisﬁed with the colors,
scatter a couple Tbsp of vinegar along the
yarn, and add a little water if the strands feel
dry (which it may if you didn’t go for full dye
coverage).

My favorite way and
the product that should
be going down to
clearance prices soon:
Easter egg dye tablets
To steamset the colors in the microwave,
fold the overhanging edges of plastic wrap
from one end over your yarn, and carefully
and loosely roll your skein up in the plastic
like you’re making a burrito, securing the
loose sides with a few twists and folding them
under the ﬁnished roll.
Place the soggy yarn burrito on a
microwave safe plate or casserole dish.
Microwave it on full power in four 30second
bursts, waiting at least 30 seconds in
between. By the last round, any liquid you can
see should be clear, with all or almost all the

dye absorbed into the yarn.
After the last nuking, let the yarn skein sit
for a full minute before removing from the
microwave, and very VERY carefully unroll it
from its plastic wrap prison — use tongs, hot
pads, whatever you need to, because it’s going
to be similar to the lavascalding ﬁlling of a
Hot Pocket.
If the microwave isn’t an option, take your
dyedup skein and add it carefully to a
simmering pot of water on the stove, allowing
it to simmer for at least 20 minutes as if you’d
kettle dyed it to begin with. This works best
for mottled color schemes where color
blending doesn’t matter.
Finishing up
Regardless of dye method, when your yarn
is cool enough to handle, it will need to be
rinsed. You’re rinsing out any excess dye and
testing for dye bleed, and you’re rinsing out
all the vinegar you used. This is where you
need to be careful about not felting your wool
if you aren’t using superwash. Cold and wet
wool into hot water with soap will shock it
and can cause it to felt together. Avoid that by
using water only as hot as you can keep your
hand in comfortably, and not vigorously
swishing your yarn around in the rinse.
Fill a light colored wash basin, bowl, or
small tub with hot water and a touch of dish
soap or a castile soap like Dr Bronners. Gently

Linda W. Gillam
Realtor • Associate

LakeAlmanorBrokers.com

530.356.4543
MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE

REALTOR

BRE #01080683

®

Full Service Real Estate Company
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After washing, rinsing, and hanging to dry for a few days, the patterning and true colors of the handpainted skein are easier to see.
Stretches of yarn where the yellow dye bled into the other end of the pan are shown on the bottom section of the skein. Photos by Teri York
swirl the water around to disperse the soap,
you don’t want a ton of bubbles. Add your still
warm yarn, carefully submerging it and
swishing it back and forth in the water to
separate the strands. Squeeze the skein out
gently, and look for signs of dye bleed —
color will show in the wash water. Pour out
the soapy water, and reﬁll the container with
warm water — don’t let the faucet pour out
directly onto the yarn if you can help it.
Submerge and move the yarn back and
forth again to rinse the soap out, and if there’s
a lot of dye coming out in the water, add a
glug of vinegar to the water and let it sit for a
few minutes to see if the bleeding stops.

530.283.3292
Cell 530.519.3407

Fax 530.283.2033

Laura E, Sprague
Owner

PO Box 119
Quincy, CA
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231 W. Main Street, Suite 208
spraguebookkeeping@gmail.com
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The ﬁnished yarn sat for
most of a year, dreaming of
what it wanted to be. It was
ﬁnallyt brought along as a
travel project in February
2022 and became a scarf for
Teri’s daughter

Repeat this rinse cycle a few more times, until
the rinse water comes out as clear as you can
get it and active dye bleed seems to have
stopped. Empty the container and gently
squeeze out as much water from the yarn as
you can with your hands. Spread the skein
out on an absorbent towel and roll it up,
squeezing out as much water as you can.
Unroll the towel, and hang your yarn
somewhere it can drip dry. I use the towel
rack in the spare bath tub, but a hanger over a
towel in the laundry room works too.
Then stand back and admire your
creativity! The yarn will take a few days to dry,
and once it’s dry you can rewind it into a
twisted skein or wind it into a ball, whatever
your preference is. After that, you’ll just have
to ﬁgure out what the heck to make with your
Easter egg yarn. And then you can move on to
your next skill creep rabbit hole.
For more information on dyeing wool at
home as well as fantastic videos detailing the
process, I recommend ChemKnits Tutorials
on Youtube. Biochemist Rebecca Brown
started the channel with her own skill creep
journey, and is the video creator that inspired
my own dye experiments! HCL

Spring!

GET READY FOR...

Chicks
Available!

ORGANIC + NON GMO
FEEDS AVAILABLE

Next to
Feather River Fitness

362 Crescent St.,
Quincy

530.283.9605
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Don’t leave all the treats up to the Easter Bunny

By Eva Small
esmall@plumasnews.com

Hot cross buns.
Hot cross buns.
One a penny, two a penny.
Hot cross buns.
Give them to your daughters.
Give them to your sons.
One a penny, two a penny.
Hot cross buns.
‐—Old merchant chant and nursery rhyme

O
Trust your
investment to the
experts in auto
body repair and service!
Diagnostic Checks • Spray-In Bedliners
Free Estimates • All Insurance Accepted
Only AAA Approved Shop in Lassen County
Mon-Fri 8am-5pm

lassenautobodysusanville.com

530.257.2882

755 Alexander Ave., Susanville
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M-F 8am-4pm

ne story of hot cross buns in England
dates back to the 14th century in St.
Albans, England. An Anglican monk,
Brother Thomas Rodcliﬀe, baked
buns and distributed them to the
poor on Good Friday. The buns were marked
with a cross in honor of the cruciﬁxion of
Jesus Christ. Hot cross buns were popular
throughout England before the London Clerk
of Markets banned the sale of spiced buns in
1592. This was due to the superstition that
they carried medicinal or magical properties.
Queen Elizabeth I issued a law only allowing
the sweet buns to be sold for funerals,
Christmas and on Good Friday.
Hot Cross Buns
1 cup milk, lukewarm
1 pkt yeast
31/2 to 4 cups ﬂour
1 teaspoon salt
3 Tbsp brown sugar
½ tsp nutmeg
½ tsp cinnamon
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¼ tsp ground cloves
¼ tsp allspice
2 eggs
3 Tbsp butter, room temperature
½ cup dried currants*
½ cup golden raisins*

Place milk in a small bowl, whisk in yeast
and ½ cup of allpurpose ﬂour. Let stand
until it gets bubbly, about 10 minutes. Don’t
let the milk get too hot or it will kill the yeast.
In a large bowl, combine 3 cups ﬂour, salt,
brown sugar, spices. Stir in yeast mixture.
Beat in eggs, one at a time, then beat in the
butter. Knead, add ﬂour as necessary, until
dough is not sticky, but is smooth and elastic.
Form into a ball, let rise in greased bowl
until double. Turn out dough onto lightly
ﬂoured work surface and press ﬂat. Scatter
currants and raisins over the dough. Fold in

Howard Construction is a locally owned
and operated full service construction
company. Owner Kyle Howard has been
in the construction field since 1978,
building custom homes and other
structures in the Lake Almanor
Basin since the 1980s.
Howard Construction ranks
customer service first. We are
meticulous and strive for perfection.
We take pride in professionalism,
quality work and customer
satisfaction at a competitive price
while maintaining superior
service.

half, then knead to distribute the fruit. Let
rest for 10 minutes.
(*Eva’s note, you can use just raisins,
if you can’t ﬁnd currants. And if the raisins
are old and somewhat hard, you can soften
them by soaking in a little hot water, and
then draining before adding to the dough.)
After it rests, roll the dough into a log 9
inches long. Cut into 18 equal pieces. Knead
each piece into a ball. Arrange the balls, well
spaced, on a greased and ﬂoured baking
sheet. Cover with a kitchen towel, let rise
until double.
Preheat oven to 400°. Using a sharp knife,
slash a cross halfinch deep on each bun.
Bake until golden, 1215 minutes. Transfer the
buns to a wire rack. When buns are cool,
pipe buttercream frosting into the cross that
was cut into the top of each bun. Or spread
frosting over warm buns to completely cover
the top.

What to do with all those leftovers?
Ham and Potato cakes
A nice way to use leftover ham and mashed
potatoes. *The secret to a good potato
pancake is to use just enough ﬂour to make it
hold its shape when formed into a patty, but
not too much, or you’ll end up with a dry fried
biscuit. The amount of ﬂour used will depend
on how large the egg is and how wet or dry the
ham and mashed potatoes are.
1 cup ﬁnely chopped cooked ham (you can
use the food processor, just don’t overgrind it
into mush)
1½ cups cold mashed potatoes
1 cup allpurpose ﬂour (add it in ¼ cup
increments*)
3 green onions, ﬁnely chopped
1 egg
1 tablespoon Dijon mustard
½ teaspoon salt

New Homes
Remodels
Decks • Porches
Carports • Garages
Roofing • Plumbing
Electrical • Painting
Concrete Work
EPA Certified in
Renovations
and Repair
Testing • Evaluation
Documentation
Removal

kyle@howardconstruction4u.com

Website: www.howardconstrucion4u.com
530.258.3541, Office • 530.258.1601, Cell • Mobile App: Text HC4U to 72727
High Country Life • April 2022
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Potato pancakes are an excellent idea for leftover mashed potatoes, with maybe some leftover ham or bacon and a little imagination. The
skillet’s the limit! Photo by Eva Small
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½ teaspoon ground black pepper
2 cups panko bread crumbs
½ cup vegetable oil for frying, or as
needed

Mash the egg yolks and mix in the other
ingredients. Spoon ﬁlling into the whites.
Sprinkle more paprika and chives over the top.
Refrigerate overnight.

Mix ham, mashed potatoes, green onions,
egg, Dijon mustard, dill weed, salt, black
pepper, and 1/4 cup ﬂour together in a bowl
until thoroughly combined. If mixture is too
moist to hold together, mix in additional
ﬂour, slowly, a little at a time.
Place panko crumbs into a shallow bowl.
Scoop about 1/3 cup of the mixture and form
into a ball; slightly ﬂatten into a patty. Press
both sides of patty into the panko crumbs; tap
oﬀ any loose crumbs. Repeat with remaining
mixture.
Heat vegetable oil in a skillet over medium
heat until very hot; panfry 2 or 3 patties at a
time in the hot oil until golden brown on each
side, 3 to 4 minutes per side.
Serve with a honey mustard sauce or any
variety of chutneys.

Egg salad for sandwiches
8 hardcooked eggs
½ cup mayonnaise
2 teaspoons yellow mustard
¼ cup ﬁnely chopped onion
12 ribs celery ﬁnely diced
2 teaspoons fresh dill chopped, or
1 teaspoon dried dill weed
Optional: One dill pickle, diced, or
1 Tablespoon pickle relish

Every year, mom let each of us kids color a
whole dozen hardcooked eggs (there were
four of us). So the next few weeks we used up
those eggs in various recipes.
Deviled Eggs
6 hardcooked eggs, peeled
2 Tablespoons mayonnaise
2 teaspoons mustard, yellow or Dijon
2 teaspoons Worcestershire sauce
1 teaspoon Old Bay Seasoning
2 teaspoons apple cider vinegar
½ teaspoon black pepper
½ teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon smoked paprika
sprinkle of dried chopped chives

Cut eggs in half. Remove yolks. Chop
whites. Mash yolks with mayonnaise, mustard,
salt and pepper until smooth and creamy. Add
remaining ingredients and stir well. Serve on
bread, in a halftomato, or over lettuce.
Pickled eggs
10 large hardcooked eggs, peeled
1 cup apple cider vinegar
1 cup water

1 Tablespoon granulated sugar
1 teaspoon mustard seeds
1 teaspoon whole peppercorns
1 whole spice clove
(the kind you stick in a ham)
1 Tablespoon salt
2 cloves garlic, peeled and crushed
1 large bay leaf
a few slivers of red onion
a few fresh dill sprigs
In a medium saucepan, mix together
vinegar, water, sugar, spices, and salt. Bring to a
boil; then reduce heat to low until the sugar
has dissolved. Mix in the garlic and bay leaf;
remove from heat.
Fill a clean quart widemouth canning jar
with your eggs. Tuck in some sliced red onion
and fresh dill sprigs. Pour the brine over the
eggs. Use a plastic screwon lid to cover the jar.
If you have to use a metal lid, then place a layer
of cellophane wrap between the lid and the jar.
Store in the refrigerator.
For best ﬂavor, let the eggs sit for at least 5
days. This will keep in the refrigerator for
several weeks. HCL
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My friend’s mom’s Tamale Pie

The ﬁrst and last ingredient in
any recipe should be

_Éäx
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1 lb ground beef
1 block chili con carne
1 small onion (chopped)
Salt and chili powder to taste
2 cans tomato sauce
1 can kidney beans
2 cups grated cheese
1 can chopped olives
6 to 9 corn tortillas
1 wheelbarrow full of love

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Brown meat
in large skillet with onions, salt and chili

powder. Break block of chili into meat and
add undrained beans. Add tomato sauce and
mix well.
Place a thin layer of meat mix in the
bottom of a casserole dish. Sprinkle small
amount of olives and cheese on top. Place a
tortilla on top of mix. Alternate mix and
tortillas until the casserole dish is full.
Finish with cheese and olives and pour
tomato sauce over all. Bake at 350 degrees for
30 to 45 minutes.
Enjoy!
— Pat Child HCL
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